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1 Comlex Syntax

C, omlex Syntax is a moderately-broad-coverage
English lexicon (with about 38,000 root forms) be-
ing developed at New York University under con-
tract to the Linguistic Data Consortium; the first
version of the lexicon was delivered in May 1994.
The lexicon is available to members of the Linguis-
tic Data Consortium for both research and com-
mercial applications. It was developed for use in
processing natural language by computer.

Comlex Syntax is particularly detailed in
its treatment of subcategorization (complement
structures). It includes 92 different subcategoriza-
t ion features for verbs, 14 for adjectives, and 9
for nouns. These distinguish not only the differ-
ent constituent structures which may appear in a
complement, but also the different control features
associated with a constituent structure.

In order to make this dictionary useful to the
entire NLP community, an effort has been made
to provide detailed yet theory neutral syntactic in-
formation. In part, this involved using categories
that are generally recognized, i.e. nouns, verbs,
adjectives, prepositions, adverbs, and their cor-
responding phrasal expansions np, vp, adjp, pp,
advp. COMLEX cites the specific prepositions
and adverbs in prepositional and particle phrases.1

We selected as a starting point, the classes
for complements and features developed by the
New York University Linguistic String Project
(LSP) [2], since the coverage is very broad and
the classes well defined. We augmented and fur-
ther refined these classes by studying the coding
employed by several other major lexicons used
for automated language analysis. We consulted
the the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(OALD) [3], the Longman Dictionary of Contem-
porary English (LDOCE) [4], the verb codes de-
veloped for English by Sanfillipo as part of the
ACQUILEX project[7], and The Brandeis Verb

le.g. pp :pval "to" for he went to the party; part-np
:.’tdval "up" for he woke up the child.

Lexicon. 2 We adopted a Brandeis-like notation
for COMLEX complement names. The Brandeis
notation is compositional, consisting of lists of el-
ements joined by hyphens e.g. pl-ing-sc (prepo-
sition "about" followed by a gerund where the
matrix subject is the subject of the gerund e.g.
"he lied about going"). In adapting this nota-
tion for COMLEX, we fixed the list of complement
names and then provided a separate explicit def-
inition of the syntactic structure associated with
each complement name. Further information on
these classes and definitions can be found in our
Reference Manual [8] and COMLEX Word Classes
Manual [9].

2 Tagging Task
We are in the midst of tagging a corpus with
COMLEX syntactic classes. We are tagging verb
complements (as defined in COMLEX) for 100
examples each of 750 common verbs which have
previously been entered in the COMLEX lexicon.
The original motivation for this was twofold, (1)
to gather statistics on the frequency of occurrence
of a particular complement of a verb and (2) 
check on our coverage, ascertaining that we had
not missed the most commonly occurring comple-
ments.

The corpus consists of Brown (all, i.e. 7 MB),
Wall Street Journal (27 MB), San Jose Mercury
(30 MB), Associated Press (29.5 MB), Miscella-
neous (Treebank literature 1.5 MB) etc. adding
up to about 100 MB of text.

In creating the initial COMLEX we have fol-
lowed traditional dictionaries in classifyihg verbs
by the complements with which they can appear
in isolation in simple declarative sentences. This
classification is certainly useful in understanding
the argument structure of the verbs.

However, this approach runs into conflict with
the task of tagging examples in a corpus. Com-
plements may be transformed (sometimes beyond
ready recognition) or contextually zeroed. The

2Developed by J. Grimshaw and R. Jackendoff.
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complement may occur in the same sentence as in
topicalization and passivization, it may be zeroed
but recoverable (to a greater or lesser degree) 
in wh-clauses, and wh-questions, it may be zeroed
and recoverable semantically or it may be zeroed
but recoverable only from discourse analysis or it
can be ambiguous. To be consistent with our orig-
inal approach, we reconstruct the complements
where possible. Furthermore, we have noted that
not all verbs are equally subject to particular types
,~f contextual zeroing of complements.3 Although
we are not certain yet how to classify the verbs
based on this information, we are being careful
to record the type of zeroing involved in tagged
examples so that this information can later be re-
covered and studied.

3 Passivization and
Topicalization

The recovery of the complement in passivization
and topicalization is reasonably straight-forward,
though passivization may lead to misinterpreta-
tion of the complement. In a sentence like (1)
given the distance between "order" and "to dig",
the tendency is to mark the to-infinitive as part
of the complement rather than part of the noun
phrase. A similar case is (2). In examples (3) 
(4) the separated pp’s and np are, in fact, part 
the COMLEX complement. 4

(I) Orders were GIVEN to dig. lap]
(2) Annual authorizations of $15 million

were ADDED for area vocational education
programs that meet national defense needs
for highly skilled .. [np]

(3) sets were developed and distributed,
and lantern slide teaching sets on 21
pathology subjects were ADDED to the
loan library of the Medical Illustration
Service. [np-pp :pval ’to’]

(4) The front part of my head was CALLED

a face, and I could talk with it.
[np-np-pred]
(5) To that Rousseau could AGREE.

[pp :pval ’to’]

(6) Even if that’s all the promise 
ever GAVE... [np]

(7) Arthur Williams had to be located,
they AGREED. [that-s]

:~e.g "He suggested that I should go and [ agreed."
zeroed ’to go’ vs *"He suggested that I should go and
[ wanted." where it is not possible to zero ’to go’.

4NB in the examples the capita/ized verb is the one
in question. Unless otherwise specified these examples
are all from the concordance.

Topicalization examples (5) through (7) 
that the complement is readily accessible. How-
ever, even here we can see that in exam-
ple (7) the complement appears to need 
that-complementizer when it occurs after the
verb. Topicalization does not allow a that-
complementizer

(8)*That Arthur Williams had to be
located, they agreed.

so we either have to state that "agree" takes a bare
sentence or we have to add material that is not in
the text.5.

4 Wh-clauses
The existence of "missing" complements has put
us into the uncomfortable position of tagging
items that do not appear in the text. If the com-
plement can be recovered straightforwardly from
the surrounding sentence, we mark the verb for
that complement. For example, in relative clauses
the complement can usually be recovered.

(9) .... to sit more patiently with what
they have BOUGHT. [np]

(10) There is perhaps no value statement

on which people would more universally
AGREE than the statement that intense
pain is bad. [pp :pval ’on’]

(11) ’’What have you GOT on today’ ’7 she
inquired. [part-np :adval ’on’]

(12) Where were they all WALKING to?
[pp :pval ’to’]
(13)I know where to GO to buy cheap

coat. [where :no-class t].

In all the above cases, except for sentence (13)6

the complement can be unambiguously recovered.
In sentence (9) they bought something, in (10)
they would agree on the statement, and in (11)
he/she has got something on. However, even
though "where" is to be reconstructed in both (12)
and (13) only in (12) can it be unambiguously
interpreted as a pp (they were walking to some-
where), in (13) "where" could be interpreted as 
pp or an advp (go there/go to some place) so 
classify it as havifig a non-comlex-class "where".

5 Parentheticals
Further "missing" complements were found in par-
entheticals.

SHowever, see further on, the question raised about
obfigatory that-s

6Example (13) is not from the concordance
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(14) For example, to move (as the score
REQUIRES) from the lowest "F-major

register up to a barely audible "N
minor in four seconds, not skipping, at

the same time, even one of the 407
fingerings, seems a feat too absurd to
consider, and it is to the flautist’s
credit that he remained silent throughout
the passage.

(15) The ideal home, they AGREED, would

be a small private house or a city
apartment of four to five rooms, just
enough for a family

Reconstructing a to-inffor "requires" in (14)
would not be correct since "require" needs a np-
to-lnf (*the score requires to move), but it is not
clear what the np could be (perhaps "’the flautist"?
the tone’?). We felt these cases to be different
from the other cases that we have discussed above
not only because of the difficulty of locating the
complement but m the nature of the construc-
tion. This construction is more similar, in fact,
to our v-say feature which allows a verb like "say"
to occur in sentence adjunct positions without its
complement.7

(16) He said, c’I want to see you.’’
(17) ’’I,’’ he said, ’’want to see

you. ’ ’
(18) ’cI want’’, he said, ’’to see

you. ~ ’
(19) ’cI want to see you,’’ he said.

Therefore, we concluded that the fact that these
verbs can occur without their complements is a
fact about the grammar of parentheticals and not
about the individual verb and is therefore not a
proper consideration of the dictionary. These ex-
amples, then, we are tagging as "parenthetical"
which is not a COMLEX class . However, the in-
formation that these verbs can occur in parenthet-
ical constructions will be contained in the tags.

6 The "Intransitive"
Question

We have encountered several types of zeroing in
the corpus and have established new COMLEX
classes of intransitives to take them into consider-
ation. These classes were established to deal with
the observed intransitivity of verbs which ordinar-
ily are not seen as intransitives. For example, in
isolation, "agree" may not occur intransitively un-
less it has a plura] subject (our intrans-recip class).
(these examples are not from the concordance)

7Examples not from concordance.

(20) he agreed with her.
(21) they agreed. (with each other)
(22) *he agreed.

However, the data is rife with examples of in-
transitive "agree" occurring with a singular sub-
ject as seen by the following examples.

(23) the gourmet insisted that it is
done that way at the most fashionable
dinners, the girl reluctantly AGREED.

(24) Why, it’s all right, isn’t it,
Mother’ ’7 Her woolly-minded parent
AGREED.

’cOl course, dear’’, she said. ’tit’s
only that I like to know where you go’’

(25)’’He’s one hell of a decent boy. I
like that kid’’ ’’I AGREE, yes’’

(26)... he hoped to persuade him 
become his assistant in research for the
labor novel; if Breasted AGREED, they
would get a car and tour the country,

(27)..spoke up, ’’plenty of it. Let me
give Papa blood’’ The doctor AGREED,
but explained that it would be
necessary first to check Fred’s blood
to ascertain whether or not it was of
the same type...

We have established the COMLEX class
rattans-ellipsis for these cases and since we feel
that the complement is "underlyingly" present
(the tagger is able to supply the missing material)
we would like to be able to reconstruct a comple-
ment for the above instances of "agree". There
seem to be two possibilities: (A) where someone
agrees with someone that-s (in (23) she agreed
[with him/that it was done that way], s in (24)
she agreed [with her/that it was all right], in (25)
I agree [with you/with that/that he is a decent
boy]); (B) a to-infinitive (in (26) if he agreed 
become his assistant], in (27) he agreed [to let
he/she give him blood]).

Even though this last example (27) presents
some difficulties in reconstruction (1) because 
occurs outside the sentence containing the verb
and (2) because there is a change of mood from
imperative to infinitival, we can understand that
the doctor agreed to let [him] give blood and re-
construct a subject controlled to-infinitive. The
(_’.OMLEX entry will be

(INTRANS-ELLIPSIS :SUBC (to-inf-sc))

The others (sentences 23-25) would be tagged, ar-
bitrarily, as having a prepositional phrase contain-

8There is also the reading "she agreed to do it that
way"
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ing the preposition "with" and they will be en-
tered in the dictionary with the COMLEX class
INTRANS-ELLIP,ffIS :SUBC (pp :pval ("with")).
Intrans-Elltpszs, therefore, will differentiate be-
tween "true" intransitives 9 and cases like the
~bove.

\Ve also found occurrences of "’habitual" intran-
sitives in the text. Even verbs which are always
considered to be transitive, like "hit" for example,
can be used intransitively if the action is consid-
ered to be habitual. 10

(28) That child always hits.
(29) She always abbreviates, a very

annoying habit.
(30) He nagged constantly.

We are have made this another class of intransi-
tives and are tagging them as

[INTRANS :NOT-IN-DICT ’ ’habitual’ ’]

in order to gather statistics, it Since it seems that
this is really a grammatical question, as any verb
(it would seem) may occur as a habitual intran-
sitive, we would consider adding inlrans-habilual
to COMLEX as a complement class only for verbs
which are often used in this way.

7 Tagging Improves
COMLEX

Aside from presenting us with these interesting
here-to-fore unthought of phenomena, tagging has
also tightened up our classification of some com-
plements, leading us in the direction of combin-
ing some that had been separate and re-grouping
others. Among verbs that take sentential comple-
ments, we have made a distinction between those
verbs that require the that-complementizer and
those that do not. In our tagging, we have found
that many verbs, which COMLEX has classified
as requiring that-s, appear in the texts with a
bare sentence. It is too early to tell whether to
remove this distinction but from what we have
seen so far this seems a possible outcome. Sim-
ilarly, we have a frame-group which classes to-
gether a number of wh-complements (we made the
distinction between wh- and how). Now it looks
as if we will need to make a different grouping
with "’whether" /"if" contrasting with "what" and
"’how".

,le.g. sleep, in he slept and arrive in he arrtved
a0 Examples not from concordance

11We also use intrans-habitual to refer to generic
situations as well, e.g. "As a group, three year old
children, hit."

All in all, our tagging has been unexpectedly
interesting and informative. We are acquiring not
only statistical data on the occurrence of comple-
ments in texts but information on possible gaps in
COMLEX’s syntactic coverage which we can move
to rectify, if it seems justified or, at least, we will
have a record in our tagged data. We have often
been asked why we are not machine tagging in-
stead of painstakingly hand tagging. I think our
response now is obvious, with machine tagging we
would not have been able to recognize and record
these facts about language.

8 Future Directions

We have performed a few experiments with our
initial tags, both to evaluate their quality and to
determine whether we can learn something about
the syntax-semantics interface.

Another resource readily available to the Natu-
ral Language Processing community is WordNet.
WordNet is a repository of information about the
lexical semantics of English which has been under
development at Princeton University, under the
direction of George Miller, and his group [5], [6]
for nearly a decade. One of the aims of WordNet
is to provide broad coverage of English vocabulary;
the current version includes over 80,000 words and
collocations.

WordNet is also tagging the Brown Corpus, in
their case with sense tags. Unlike COMLEX,
WordNet intends to tag only the Brown Corpus
but with senses for all the major parts of speech.

One of the interesting possibilities for a multi-
ply tagged corpus of this type is to try to ascertain
whether the syntactic and the semantic classes line
up in a significant way and whether it is possi-
ble to use the syntactic classes to disambiguate
among senses of a word. Another possibility is to
see if one can succeed in collapsing word senses by
considering regular correspondences between these
senses and the observed complement structures.

In [1], we showed that the comparison Of COM-
LEX’s syntactic classes and the word senses of
WordNet produced interesting results for two
verbs know and remazn. COMLEX classes were
found to be perfectly aligned with some senses
and good predictors of others, leading one to posit
that perhaps the latter senses might be candi-
dates for melding into one sense. We have begun
a few further experiments based on the premise
that to some degree semantic classes of verbs are
predictable from syntactic subcategorization.
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